


The author recounts a recent visit to Chicago O'Hare (KORD) and shares some tips on 110W to get around at monsters like 
O'Hare should you ever need to. The diagram at right shows tile level of complexity you 'l l be up against. 

9 Tips: HowTo Taxi 

At Big~ ScaryAirports 

Taxiing at giant Class Bravo Airports is just like taxiing 
anywhere else at least in theory. Here's how to ace it.J 

ig airports can be scary. Gett.ing into t.hem almost exclusively anyway. But what about when there's 
includes lots of traffic and busy ATC controllers. really a benefit to flying directly into JFK or LAX? Can 
But just getting there is only half the battle. What you do it? Technically, yes. If you have the required 

about when you get on the ground? equipment on your aircraft, there isn't 
Taxiing around some of the nation's 

biggest airports can be downright scary 
and risky-if not for actual physical 

"Taxiing around some 
of the nation's biggest 

anything stopping you from filing a 
flight plan, preferably an IFR one, in 
most cases, and heading into the meat

danger, at least for getting yelled at or airports can be downright grinder ofthe taxi environment. 
violated ifyou don't follow directions scary and risky-if not for There are risks , however, not to 
properly or get lost! 

Many general aviation pilots don't 
mix it up with the big boys from the air
lines as regularly, and, as a result, don't 
keep those skills as sharp to be com

actual physical danger, 
at least for getting yelled 
at or violated if you don't 
follow directions properly 

mention landing fees, which can be 
steep. But there are things you can do 
to mitigate a few of the built-in hazards 
and be more successful if you choose 
to, say, pick up or drop off a friend or 

fortable landing and taxiing around or get lost!" family member who happens to be 
at places like Atlanta, Chicago or San catching an airline flight, as [did with 
Francisco. For the most part, that's okay. The truth is a friend recently at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, often the 

that controllers don't really want our little planes mix nation's busiest airport. 

ing it LIp with the bigger, faster blips on their screens. Now, I'm going to assume you've made it suc


And to be sure, most of us use outlying airports cessfully to the ground and go on from there to 
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CONSTRUCTION NOTICE 

Chicago O'Hare Inti (ORO) Chicago, Illinois 
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START DATE 
RWY 04L122R CLSD EXC TAX BTN RWY 09R/27L AND TWY A2 JUL 24 . 2019 
TWY NN BTN TWY NNl AND APCH END RWY 22R CLSD MAR 15. 2019 
TWY Al BTN RWY 04L122R AND RWY 09R/27L CLSD MAR 15. 2019 
TWY K3 BTN TWY LANa TWY N CLSD SEP 10. 2019 

071858 TWY M BTN TWY M2 AND TWY NN CLSD JUL 25. 2019 
09/294 TWY D BTN TWY El AND TWY M CLSD SEP 11. 2019 
08/251 TWY T3 CLSD AUG 6. 2019 
09/288 TWY AA BTN TWY J AND AND TWY BBl CLSD SEP 11 . 2019 
09/287 TWY BB BTN TWY J AND AND TWY BBl CLSD SEP 11 . 2019 
09/292 TWY U BTN TWY J1 AND AND TWY SS CLSD SEP 11. 2019 

TWY U BTN TWY SS AND AND TWY T CLSD SEP 11 , 2019 
TWY J BTN TWY Z AND AND TWY SS CLSD SEP 11 . 2019 
TWY J BTN TWY SS AND AND TWY T CLSD SEP 11.2019 
TWY Jl CLSD SEP 11.2019 
TWY Z BTN TWY SS AND TWY U CLSD AUG 26, 2019 

09/222 TWY YY BTN !'NVOY RAMP AND UAL C HANGAR WEST RAMP CLSD SEP 9. 2019 
09/232 TWY YY BTN UAL C HANGAR WEST RAMP AND SKYWEST HANGAR RAMP SEP 9. 2019 

CLSD TO ACFT WINGPAN MORE THAN 125FT 

NOTE: This diagram is intended to display published NOTAMs and is checked and updated daily (Mon . - Fri. only; no holidays): temporary closures and 
openings of less than 24 hours are nol depicted; runway length shown is maximum length (shortened distances are not depicted); diagrams containing 

surfaces will be deleted after FAA revised air rt dia rams are ublished. Alwa s CHECK CURRENT NOTAMs. 
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19259 

FINISH DATE 
DEC 1. 2019 

OCT 31 . 2019 

OCT 31. 2019 

SEP 20.2019 

OCT 1. 2019 

NOV 7, 2019 

OCT 10. 2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

OCT 12.2019 

OCT 12. 2019 

NOV 28. 2019 

OCT 10. 2019 

OCT 9. 2019 




specifically address some of the risks and mitigations 
to ground operations. 

First. let's talk about exiting the runway. 

1. GET OFF THE RUNWAY OF LANDING, 
AND KEEP MOVING. PROBABLY. 
Keep in mind that after you've shot your approach and 
landed. there are going to be aircraft right behind you. 
Perhaps close behind you. Maybe lots of them. And 
maybe big ones. It means that you should be ready to 
keep taxiing off the runway, or at least onto a taxiway 
that 's clear of im peding other aircraft from exiting 
the runway. 

Be ready with a ground control frequency that you'll 
be using when off the runway, and ready to copy and 
proceed with at least the first segment or two of a taxi 
clearance. But don't go too far without talking with 
someone. 1he ground environment at 
busy airports also will have multiples 
of aircraft traveling around, and a now 
develops that you need to be ready to 
mix into. 

How about getting around'? 

2. USEAGOOD 
AIRPORT DIAGRAM. 
Taxi diagrams for big airports are 
detailed. Use them and any other asso
ciated resources. Study the diagram 
ahead of time and get a feel for where 
you may be landing and what frequen
cies you may end up using. Note that 
there may be different ground control 
frequencies for different sectors on 

"An electronic flight 
bag with a georeferenced 
taxi diagram that shows 
the ship's position on that 
diagram is immensely 
helpful. It lets you track 
your progress, verify 
position and help you 
identify where you're 
going. I wouldn't do one 
of the super-busy airports 
without them anymore." 

the field. If you can prepopulate some of these in your 
coms, it definitely helps. 

3. WRITE DOWN ALL CLEARANCES 

AND INSTRUCTIONS. 

I'm a pretty active pilot and comfortable at many of the 
airports at which I fly regularly. I'll admit the bad habit of 
not writing taxi clearances down many times at a local 
Class D airport that I know well. I can't even imagine 
NOT writing down my taxi clearances at Denver, Dulles 
or Dallas. You can expect that you won't always get a 
taxi clearance that even takes you all the way to your 
intended parldng location. It may be just enough of a 
set of instructions to get you to a runway at which you 
will have to hold, or even just a transition point where 
one ground controller will hand YOli off to another one. 
Yes, at big airports, there are taxi handoff·s. 

Airlines are successful at big, busy airports by cheat
ing to some degree. Take a couple tips from them. 

4. OPERATE W1TH MULTIPLE PILOTS. 
Having one pilot to physically tax.i and another to look 
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at a taxi diagram and compare that with what they're 
seeing outside-while they don't have to also steer the 
aircraft- spreads the workload. Do it in your private 
aircraft also. It gives you a second set of ears to verify 
any clearances you think you might have heard. 

5. DIAGRAMS, DIAGRfli'VIS 
Al"VD, MORE IMPORTAl"VTLY, 
GEOREFERENCEDELECTRONIC 
FLIGHT BAG TiLXI DIAGRANIS. 
The days of an old piece of paper you printed off an 
internet website taxi diagram should be over. Get with 
the program and have the right tools for the job. An elec
tronic Hight bag with a georeferenced taxi diagram that 
shows the ship's position on that diagram is immensely 
helpful. It lets you track your progress, verify position 
and help you identify where you're going. I wouldn't do 

one of the super-busy airports with
out them anymore. Oh, and make sure 
it's charged. 

6. CONSTRUCTION 
NOTICE DIAGRAMS. 
Many big airports are constantly 
under some sort of ongoing expan
sion, revamping or construction. This 
can significantly impact potential taxi 
routes when you're on the ground. 
Looldng at these (available from the 
FAA at https:llwww.faa.gov/air_traf
ficl night_infolaeronavIaero_datal 
apt_constr_notices) can help you figure 
out some potential limitations to taxi 
routes before you even leave for the 

airport and let you plan ahead. 
With all these points mentioned, a few hard and 

fast rules that should always be remembered and don't 
require long explanations inclUde: 

7. NEVER CROSS A RUNWAY WITHOUT 
CONFIRMING A "CLEARED TO CROSS" 
AND THE RUNVVAY FROM EITHER A 
GROUND OR TOWER CONTROLLER. 
This is how runway incursions occur. It's always bet
ter to hold short and wait for additional instruction if 
in doubt or query than to proceed onto a potentially 
active runway. 

8. ALWAYS BE "'TILLING TO ASK FOR 
CLARIFICATION OR SPEAK UP IF 
YOU TOOKA 'VRONG TURN. 
I missed a turn on G3 at my recent trip to O'Hare and 
rolled to G2, at which point I quickly noted my mistake 
to the ground controller, who gave me a quick "180 if 
able back to G3 to A to the Alpha bridge ... " Continuing 
without bringing that up immediately was going to 

https:llwww.faa.gov/air_traf


Three views of the author's 
taxi adventure at O'Hare 
International Airport.Taxiing 
at really big airports can 
be intimidating, but if you 
prepare and use common 
sense, you should be just 
fine. For the record we advise 
against it unless you're really 
on your game and can live 
wi th sky-h igh landing fees. 

lead me nose to nose with an opposing 
777. I think I know who would have won 
that battle. 

9. USE "PROGRESSIVE 
TAXI" WHENEVER YOU 
THINK IT'S NECESSARY. 
It may feel like you're annoying to the ground 
controller, but I assure you that an aircraft 
that has asked for progressive and is getting 
a little extra babysitting from the watchful 
eye of a ground controller is preferred to 
one that will end up in the wrong spot and 
in the way, or worse, cause an incursion. 

Taxiing around really big airports can 
be nerve-racking and scary, especially if 
you don't do iroften. Your taxi routes won't 
always end up being the straightest line 
to your destination for parking or from a 
parking location to a runway from which 
you will depart. These airports many times .I. I 

will have designated runways for landings 
and others for takeoffs, keeping the flow of 
aircraft humming along. When you step 
back and look at it, it really can be a pretty 
cool flow of things to watch sometimes. 

Should you do it'? Honestly, if you're at 
all shaJ...'y about your tlying when going into 
and back out of, let's say, Class C airports, 
then the answer is a giant-sized "no." But 
if you're on top of your game, with some 
solid preparation, most active general avia
tion pilots can successfully fly into and taxi 
around these biggest ai rports. And it's a very 
cool item to cross oH' your bucket list. PP 


